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Witch Wars is a wonderful book for anyone looking for defensive or offensive Magical methods
to aid them in their spiritual workings. This gem of a book contains ceremonies, rituals and spells
to help with cleansings, protection, banishings, and much, much more, and helps ensure that
you always come out on the winning side of a Witch War.

About the AuthorDawn Flowers is a constant student of religions, a paranormal researcher, and
author of over thirty books, with over twenty titles currently available on Ebook Library. Her non-
fiction titles reflect her love of religions, while her fiction titles reflect her love of horror. Though
she's self-published, she's sold over twenty thousand copies of her works worldwide, an
impressive feat for an indie-author. Her most notable non-fiction works include, The Book of
Dark & Light Shadows, The Spell Book of Wiccan Shadows, and Witch Wars. Her fiction titles for
both children and adults are written under the name of Dawna Flowers, also available on Ebook
Library. She writes from under the pines of East Texas, with her family and their assortment of
pets. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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WITCH WARSDAWN FLOWERSUNDER THE MOONPublishingwww.DawnaFlowers.comTable
of ContentsLetter from the AuthorChapter 1 – IntroductionChapter 2 – Wiccan
ConsiderationsChapter 3 – The StepsChapter 4 – CleansingChapter 5 – ProtectionChapter 6 –
BindingChapter 7 – CursingChapter 8 – Other PracticesAbout the AuthorOther BooksDearest
Reader,This book was written to serve as a guide for fighting spiritual war. Essentially, it’s a
combat manual to guide you toward easily winning spiritual battles. Whether you’re cursed and
looking to get cleansed, or if you’re cleansed and ready to throw some curses, this book is for
you. Witch Wars was written with most practitioners of Witchcraft in mind, and should serve you
well, regardless of your personal sect of the Craft. Because there are as so many different
Gods and Goddesses within modern Witchcraft, I’ve included spells and rituals to be generically
compatible with your personal belief system. Feel free to incorporate your own deity’s names or
make necessary changes to the ceremonies or spells to personalize them. As requested by
several readers, I’ve kept the increased font size for better visibility by candle and moonlight.I
urge you to use this book cautiously and read it in its entirety before you start throwing curses
around. By using this book as a secret weapon against your opponents, you’ve tilted the playing
field in your favor, certainly, but there are consequences...I’d like to thank Augustus Numley, for
his gracious permission to use several of his nasty curses, which originally appeared in his book,
101 Curses.Most of all, I’d like to thank you, dearest reader, for your interest in my work. I hope
this 20th Anniversary Edition serves you well, and you found it worth both your time and dime. If
you enjoy it, and you’re so inclined, you might leave a pleasant review on Ebook Library and I
promise to read them aloud to my cats. I only ready the good ones. Don’t ask what we do with
the bad ones. Brightest of Blessings,~Dawn FlowersChapter 1IntroductionWhat’s a Witch War?
A Witch War is simply a cursing match between two or more people, usually Witches, but not
exclusively so. These matches generally begin with a curse or binding, but there are a variety of
practices that might be involved, depending on the circumstances. These matches can consist
of one Witch against another Witch, or a coven against another coven, or Satanists against
Christians, or Hoodoo VS Voodoo. These spiritual plays for power and direction, whether they’re
concentrated thoughts and prayers, meditation, or performing a binding are all Magical acts,
regardless if it’s in Odin’s name, or Jesus’, so I wouldn’t exclude Christians from being able to
sling a little Magic around. In fact, I’ve had more than a few Christians pay me to perform Magic
for them, so I know from personal experiences they aren’t to be trusted any more than your
average Witch. (grin)Chances are, since you decided to read this book, you’re already at least a
little familiar with the hostilities that can occur in the world. With the growing popularity of
Witchcraft, comes a growth of mischief, you might say.When I owned a metaphysical shop many
years back, I couldn’t keep up with the many Witch Wars that broke out. It seemed like everyday
someone new would walk in with a complaint about having been cursed by another witch, and
they sought help.Those repetitive experiences in dealing with the fears and concerns of my



patrons daily are ultimately what led to the creation of this book. It’s a simple way for me to help
more people to attain peace, and it’s my sincerest hope that it helps you, too.The advice I gave
and continue to give, is the same regardless of why or how a person is cursed. The end-goal for
most people is to attain peace and gain spiritual control within their lives. This is easily
accomplished through a set of simple steps intended to rectify damage to one’s spiritual health
and help one attain peace. First, you need to cleanse yourself of all negativity. Second, you need
to protect yourself from future attacks. Third, you need to bind your attacker from future attacks.
Fourth, which is an optional step, curse your attacker. It’s an easy formula to remember:Cleanse
– Protect – Bind – CurseThe first two steps, Cleanse and Protect, are defensive measures
necessary if you are concerned with your personal safety. The last two steps, Bind and Curse
are offensive steps that you might take to debilitate your opponent’s magical
abilities.EthicsThere are an unlimited number of reasons that would cause a person to become
involved in a Witch War. Many times, becoming involved may not be voluntary and the afflicted
person may not have done anything to deserve these hostile actions. A person may have a
boyfriend or girlfriend that someone else wants as his or her own. A person may be jealous of
another person for any number of reasons. One coven may be against another coven. Someone
may have stolen an object from another person. A person may have spoken ill of another
person. The list of reasons one would become involved in a Witch War can range from petty and
insignificant, to extremely valid and genuine. I like to compare Magic to money. One person
may spend his money on food. Another may spend his money on cocaine. It depends on the
intent of the person using the money. Magic, like money, carries with it power. It is the individual
that decides how to use it, and it is that individual’s motives that make the action’s moral or
immoral, not the money, nor the Magic. Your intentions are what makes the Magic good or evil.
The same can be said for cursing. The same curse performed by two different people can be
categorized as good or evil, depending on the circumstances.Let’s say we’ve got a nasty little
curse to cause someone’s death. It’s a horrible little spell, and evil as it gets, right? Let’s say
we’ve got two guys using the same curse. The first guy performs the curse against a man who
raped his teenaged-daughter and left her for dead on a gravel road. She survived the ordeal, but
the rapist wasn’t caught, and he’s taunting the family and the teenaged girl with phone calls and
letters. So, the dad curses the guy. Now, we’ve got this other guy. This second guy uses the
same curse on his roommate, because his roommate flirted with his girlfriend. Essentially, he
wants the guy dead because he’s insecure. That’s a level of narcissism that jumps right into the
evil category if you ask me.Both guys used the same curse, but their motives and intent vary
dramatically, and so our judgements of them vary, also. It illustrates that there are countless
variables that can denote the light and dark aspects of Magic, which influence our perceptions of
good and evil. I hope you’ll keep that in mind as you peruse the curses found later in the
book.Before you start throwing curses around, I’d recommend that you examine your own
motives. Don’t waste your magical energies on petty situations. If you feel you need to address
the situation, but feel it’s too petty to deserve a curse, then you may only want to opt for a



binding spell, which in some situations will be much better than an actual curse. A little binding
goes a long way, I always say. Cursing, like anything else in life, can have repercussions. Most
Witches who adhere to a religious philosophy, will have guidelines in their life that address the
issue of cursing. These guidelines will differ from one Witchcraft sect to another and will vary
from one coven to another. Wiccans, in particular (people who practice and adhere to the
philosophy of Wicca) have extremely strict rules and guidelines regarding any, and all forms of
cursing. Wiccans do not normally permit any form of cursing, and maintain that if a curse is
performed, then the curse will return, magnified.For example, if you curse someone, under
Wiccan belief, the curse will return to you, except it’ll be three times worse. So, if you curse
someone to break their arm, then you might expect to end up in a body cast, or worse. It is not
my intention to spend the bulk of this book trying to talk you out of cursing someone. You are
going to do what you want, and I respect that. I do however, want you to be informed about the
various beliefs surrounding the practice of cursing, and any possible harm it might do to you. I
personally feel that some people deserve to be cursed, just like some people deserve to be
locked up in prison. This doesn’t mean that I condone going around cursing people left and right,
it simply means that I believe there is a time and place for everything, even a curse or two, under
the right circumstances. I don’t judge. Much.Chapter 2Wiccan ConsiderationsFor Wiccans,
cursing is in violation of the Wiccan Rede, which I have included in this book for your perusal.
The Wiccan Rede has become a religious doctrine of sorts, and remains prized and respected
as a holy work by many practitioners. The Rede mentions “The Threefold Law” also known as
the “Rule of Three” which means that whatever energy you send out into the world, it will come
back with three-times the momentum. You do good, you get good back. You send negativity out,
you get that back, too.Wiccans take the contents of the Rede and the advice it contains very
seriously, and it’s not usually disputed within strict Wiccan covens. The rules set forth within the
Rede against cursing, therefore, are non-negotiable. If you identify as a Wiccan, then I’d strongly
suggest you refrain from using the curses in this book.Often, cleansing and protective measures
are all that are needed to remove and prevent further negativity from befalling you. The issue of
binding is a gray area, and you may want to use caution if you are considering it as a means of
offensive Magic. Most Wiccan groups or covens will also prohibit bindings that are performed
upon another person, as it’s perceived as a form of manipulating others, which is frowned upon
in some sects.If you’re part of a Wiccan group or coven, I’d suggest that you discuss these
limitations among the group and find out what is acceptable and what is not. If you’re a solitary
practitioner, then you obviously have to make that determination yourself, after evaluating your
motives for performing the binding. Most of the bindings within this book are assertive forms of
protection, used to limit someone’s ability to harm you, and are acceptable in most Wiccan
sects.Included next, you’ll find the extended, original version of the Wiccan Rede. While the
author is considered unknown, this version of the poem is attributed to Adriana Porter, the
Grandmother of Lady Gwen Thompson, who submitted the poem to Green Egg Magazine,
where it appeared as part of an article titled Wiccan-Pagan Potpourri in Volume III, No. 69



(Ostara 1975). Wiccan RedeBide the Wiccan Laws we mustIn perfect Love and Perfect
Trust.Live and let live,Fairly take and fairly give.Cast the Circle thrice aboutTo keep the evil spirits
out.To bind the spell every timeLet the spell be spake in rhyme.Soft of eye and light of
touch,Speak little, listen much.Deosil go by the waxing moon,Chanting out the Witches'
Rune.Widdershins go by the waning-moon,Chanting out the baneful rune.When the lady's moon
is new.Kiss the hand to her, times two.When the moon rides at her peak,Then your heart's
desire seek.Heed the North wind's mighty gale,Lock the door and drop the sail.When the wind
comes from the South,
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william newmoon, “Witch Wars by Dawn Flowers. It is interesting to see what people believe and
how they do it. Who they are and what they are is seen in their actions. Dawn's belief is what
makes her actions work. She says that, and this is a 'combat manual' , for 'fighting spiritual war'.
She devotes some talk to the Wiccan Rede and The threefold Law. She also talks about curses
and 'successful warfare'. What is the goal of this 'Witch War'? 'To win, of course!' she cheers.
There are 4 steps to winning. There are 47 ways, all numbered, so you can't get lost. Multiple
spells are helpful. Cleansing and purification of 'body, mind and spirit' , is a plus. Inevitably, she
returns to curses. Her curses, she says, 'have been few and far between'. We should rejoice. The
ones she shared are pretty nasty.”

Fanatik, “A must have. If you believe in taking whatever steps necessary to protect yourself, then
this is a must have. Walks you through the steps of protecting yourself in a witch war, or when
casting a spell that could result in a witch war. Not for everyone, but those so inclined will get a
lot out of this book. I've heard that the best way to avoid a witch war is not to start one, but sadly
that's just not the world we live in.”

Wendy, “This is THE book.. This is the first and only book that I know of that directly addresses
the "topic of discussion". To me, it had become a valued asset in the world of energy work in
which the darker mind-set also lives and sometimes needs addressing. Thank-you, Dawn
Flowers.”

Nicole, “Great learning book. This book on Witch Wars is highly interesting. It walks you through
the basics as to why and what you need to protect yourself. Dawn Flowers is a great teacher,
and it shows in all of here books.”

Elaine Feliciano, “Good book. Loved it. Easy read, and was well written. Wasn't drab, boring, or
tedious like some other books I've read, was very practical.”

Guy, “Five Stars. This is an awesome item!!!”

Mamie J. Miller, “Good information BAD EDITING. As someone who has been in the Pagan
community for about twenty years I can agree with the writer on what a witch war is, and her
simple instructions on how to protect yourself. This is a very "simple" "if it works why try
something else?" kind of magick.However, It is almost impossible to read because the writer
does not know how to make transitions, paragraphs, indentations...and thus is it is all just one
neverending run on paragraph.PLEASE get this edited so that people can read your book!”

TheScotsWitch, “Perfectly written. 7 Stars for Dawn Flowers - Witch Wars! Finally a proper book



on Witchcraft that cuts out all the fancy parade stuff and gets back to raw powerful basics. In a
society where Witch Wars are sadly increasing through its growing popularity and social media, I
highly recommend this book is a Must Read!! Very Practical, very simple to apply and all the
knowledge you need to be prepared if you come across a Witch War.”

Kiera Louise, “Good. Good”

Mandy023, “Five Stars. Great some spelling mistakes lol pardon the pun”

katie, “Five Stars. not my usual book but absolutely loved it, looking forward to more of her work”

The book by Dawn Flowers has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 24 people have provided feedback.
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